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Abstract 

Much recent research has focused on .the need for, and definitions of, historical (or temporal) 
database and information systems to serve expanding information needs in a variety of 
applications. Almost all of this research has assumed that the domain of time itself was well- 
understood, and some representation for it simply needed to be included in the model to 
provide the needed temporal dimension. In this paper we present a simple, set-theoretic 
structure for a time domain which is independent of any particular calendric system. We 
concentrate on the general structure and operations necessary to support the needs arising in 
modelling time in information systems. 

1. Introduction 

Over the past several years there has been growing research interest in developing models for 

information systems that might provide facilities for structuring information with a temporal dimension 

and for accessing and managing information so structured. In a survey in 1982 [Bolour et al. 821 roughly 

50 references were included; work done since that time has more than doubled that figure. 

Within the classification scheme for such work proposed in [ h i a v  et a1. 831, namely: 

Conceptual Data Modelling 

Systems Design and Implementation 

Dynamic Database 

AI-related Research 

the present work falls into the first sub-category, that of data modelling. However, i t  address an issue 

that, while recognized as important by most research in the area, has almost universally been given only 

minor attention. We speak of the nature of the concept of time itself, i.e., what structure is appropriate 

for representing the concept of time in temporal information systems, what operations are needed on 

this domain, and ultimately what data structures and algorithms can we devise for implementing such 

operations efficiently. 

The issue of the nature of the time domain arises most sharply when we attempt to define operations in 

a temporal information system, as  for example in [Clifford 851 and [CliffordCroker 871. For example, a 

particular database might represent salary history by an attribute SALARY with a temporal domain 
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based o n  days, and sales figures by an attribute SALES with a temporal domain based on mon ths ,  as in 

Figure 1-1, using the structures described in the Historical Relational Data Model (HRDM) described in 

(Clifford 851 and [CliffordCroker 871. 

SALARY SALES 

Figure 1-1: Example Time-Series Database Attributes 

Consider how the system would understand a request to join two such time series, or, how the system 

could interpret a request from a user who does not know the way the information is  structured for the 

salary of an employee in a given month .  To provide these operations, the system must clearly have a 

rich and well-defined structure for a set of inter-related temporal domains, and a rich set of well-defined 

and versatile operations for elements, sets, and intervals of time. This paper represents a proposal for 

such a structure, based upon naive set theory and algebra. 

I t  is important to single out the work of Anderson [Anderson 811 as perhaps the first database 

researcher to study this problem in some depth and to propose a solution. Her work is both less general 

and more user-oriented than this work. The present work may be regarded as an attempt to present 

formally a completely general view of a temporal domain, in a structure that is a t  once simple yet 

powerful enough for its intended use. We bklieve that only after developing such a formal and *completew 

view of time is i t  appropriate to begin designing the user interface. 

2. Temporal Domains 
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2.1. Pre l imina ry  Definitions 

Given a set S = { ... , so, s,, ... ), a t o t a l  order on S, denoted <, is a relation on S satisfying the 

property that  for any two elements si and s. in S, either si < s., s. < si, or si = s The relation is simply 
J J J  j' 

the set of ordered pairs, i.e. < = { <si , sj > I si < s. }. We will refer to S as a to ta l ly  ordered set. 
J 

If S = { so, sl, ... , sn ), i.e. S is finite, then we can define the operators first(S) and last(S) in the 

obvious way: 

first(S) = that  si E S such that V s. E S isi <= s.J 
J 

l;sst(S) = that  si f S such that Q s. E S [s. <= s.] 
J J 

Given a totally ordered set S, a f ini te  closed in terva l  of S is a set S' = {sl,s2, ...... sn) such that: 

1. S' is finite 

Given a set So = { ... , so,1, ... }, with < a total order on So, a cons t ruc ted  intervallie 

pa r t i t i on  (CIP) of So is an ordered pair <S1, $:> where: 

sl { . . ' J  sl,o> sl,l, *.. 1 

2 . V x [ x  E S o - > x  $.z S,]  

So 3. $A: S1 -> 2 is a mapping such that: 

a. $: maps each element in Sl to  aefinite closed interval of So, and 

These properties together say that So and S1 are disjoint, that each s in S1 can be mapped to a subset 
1 ,j 

of the elements of So, in particular to a contiguoucr interval (under <), and that  all of So is mcoveredm 

under the mapping. Thus, under the mapping S1 can be viewed as partitioning So. We note that  by 

definition, +: maps each dement in (Sl) to a finite (sub)set of SW We can therefore consider S1 to be 

totally ordered as well, inheriting the total order of the underlying set So. In particular, we can define the 
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derived relation <' as: s ~ , ~  <' sl iff last($: (slPi)) < first($: (slj)). 

For simplicity we will drop the ' and simply use the symbol < for this derived relation as well. 

Note also tha t  if S1 is a CIP of S, then as a consequence of the definition, for every element s in So there 

1 is one and only one element s' in S1 such that s E % (s'). 

2.2. Temporal Domains 

The structure that  we propose for a set of temporal domains suitable for the needs of an information 

system is a set of CIPs built upon some base set which represents the smallest observable or interesting 

time units in the application. 

Let To = { ..., Co, C,, ... ) be the set of chronons, or non-divisible time intervals. Each Ci is 

indivisible, and < is a total order on To. It may be helpful to think of To as (some subset of) the 
To 

natural numbers. 

A Temporal Universe is a finite sequence TU, TU = <To, T1, ... , Tn> such that 

l . V i V j , [ i  f j - > T i n T j = O ]  

2. each Ti+l is a Constructed Intervallic Partition of Ti. 

These properties state that the Temporal Universe is finite and forms an ordered set, each set beyond 

the initial set of chronons being a CIP of the previous set. For example, T1 = { ..., TlVo, ... ) is an 

intervallic partition of To. We refer to each Ti in the Temporal Universe as a time domain. 

Again we point out that as a consequence of this definition, every element of Ti "belongs to" (under the 

mapping function $) exactly one element of Ti+l. The well-known, difficult problem of the domain of 

"weeks," [Colson 261 which can overlap months and years, is thereby ruled out  as a time domain by our 

definition. In the "subset chain* seconds 2 minutes C hours C days C months C years, there is 

nowhere to place weeks. Thus, our proposed structure is capable of modelling all of the ordinary time 

units except weeks. 
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Figure 2-1 shows an example of a Temporal Universe; the more common names for the elements in 

these sets are shown in Figure 2-2. 

TUIOSS = C TO, Ti. T2, T3, T4. T6 1, where: 

To = ( So. . . . . S31636999 1 is  the  s e t  of *secondsm i n  1985 

Ti = < Mo. . . . M626699 1 is t h e  s e t  of *minutesm i n  1985 

T2 = < Ho. . . . . H8769 1 is the  s e t  of *hoursm i n  1985 

T3 = < Do. . . . . 3 is the  s e t  of *daysm i n  1985 

T4 = ( MOO, . . .  , Moll 1 is the  s e t  of *monthsm i n  1985 

Ts = i Yo 3 is  t h e  s e t  cons i s t i ng  of the  s ing le  e n t i r e  *yearm 1985 

Figure 2-1: An Example Temporal Universe 

00:00:00 - 00:00:01 January 1. 1985 f o r  So 

23:59 :59 - 24:00:00 December 31, 1985 f o r  S31636999 

00:00:00 - 00:01:00 January 1, 1985 f o r  Mo 

23:59:00 - 24:00:00 December 31, 1985 f o r  M626699 

00:00:00 - 24:00:00 January 1, 1985 f o r  Ho 

00:OO - 24:OO December 31, 1985 f o r  H8769 

January 1. 1985 f o r  Do 

December 31, 1985 f o r  DSs4 

January 1985 f o r  MOO 

December 1985 f o r  M O ~ ~  

1985 f o r  Yo 

Figure 2-2: Common Names for Time Elements in Example 

Given a Temporal Universe TU = { To, TI,  ... , Tn ), we typically wish to assign names to the units a t  

each "level." We can make these ideas precise: 

A time element (or interval) t E Ti is said to be at level i. 

The notion of units can then be characterized by a set UNITS = { UO, U1, ... , Un ) , with the 
obvious correspondence to the n elements of TU. The term chronon, is sometimes used also 
to refer to the unit of To, viz. Uo. 

The often ill-defined term "granularity* can also be made precise in this system: The 
granularity of a given time element (or interval) t is simply the unit of its level. 
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Returning to our example in Figure 2-1, we see that UNITS = ( seconds, minutes, hours, days, 
w1985 

months, year ) . 

Note tha t  the concept of a chronon allows us to circumvent the issue of continuous time, and also to 

thereby avoid the  messiness of half-open intervals. Time in this model is a chain of successively refined 

partitions, as illustrated in Figure 2-3. 

\ I /  
To 

Figure 2-3: A Temporal Universe as Successively Refined Partitions 

It  is only a t  the lowest level of this hierarchy that we have to concern ourselves with the question, is 

there anything smaller? That  is, in the interval [Ci, Cicl] is there a Cj  such that  Ci < Cj  < Ci+, ? If 

there is, then we should more properly describe the intervals from Ci through Ci+l, and from Ci+, 

through Ci+2 as [Ci, Ci+l) and [Ci+,, Ci+2). But note that the size of the chronon in any Temporal 

Universe is determined by the usef, based on the needs of the application. I t  could be a day, a second, a 

millisecond, a nanosecond, or whatever you like. Once this choice is made, for all practical purposes there 

is nothing smaller, and then there is no longer any reason to consider the real numbers as a model - the 

TU is isomorphic to the natural numbers.. At  the lowest level, the universe is a totally ordered set of 

discrete chronons, and the sets { Co, C,, ... , C5 ) and ( C6, C,, ... , Clo ), for example, are properly 

written as  [Co, C5 ] and [C6, CI0]. One may think of a chronon, say Ci, as a continuous, dense interval, 

but within the algebraic structure each Ci is considered to be indivisible, and so these sub-moments do not 

exist. 

We note in passing that the definition of the structure of a Temporal Universe of in bottom-up, from 

the chronons to the largest time units. When we look a t  the structure topdown, i t  appears as successive 

refinements of a partition, as in Figure 2-3. 
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3. Operations on the Time Domains 

Given a Temporal Universe TU = { To, TI, ....., T,) we will now look at the kinds of operations that 

are possible both on elements a t  the same level, as well as between elements a t  different levels. Figure 3-1 

illustrates how all the levels in the Temporal Universe, and the mapping functions a, are related. 

Figure 3-1: An Example of Time Levels and Mapping Functions 

We will discuss three types of operators, a t  first a simple version which operates on objects all on the 

same level, and then extended versions of these which handle operands at different levels in the time 

hierarchy. The operators we discuss will be in two different categories: 

1. Boolean Predicates on Time elements, i.e., functions which map into {0,1) . 

2. Unary and Binary Operators 

In order to keep all of the definiti~ns~uniform i t  will in most cases be simpler to consider most 

operations a s  operations on subsets of a temporal domain, rather than on individual elements. (The 

obvious isomorphism between the set of elements at any level and the set of all singleton sets of elements 

provides the mapping back to individual elements, if desired.) 
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3.1. Operations At a Single Level 

It  is apparent that  at any given level we are dealing with the familiar algebra of subsets. In other words, 

a t  level i, the structure <2  , {u, n, -) > is the Boolean algebra of subsets of Si, and is therefore closed 

under all of these operations. 

For individual elements a t  level i, the following results are obvious: 

{siPm) U {si,n) = { s ~ , ~ , s ~ ~ J  

{q,,) n { s ~ , ~ )  = 0 

{si,,) - Ci,n) = Ci,,) 

For subsets of elements a t  a given level, the set operators: E, 2, =, E , etc. also behave as expected. 

Moreover, a t  any level i all of the comparators <, >, =, <>, <=, >= are available because of the 

the underlying total order on So. 

For example, we can determine whether element s. comes *beforem s. by using the relation <i 1,m 1,n 

derived from the given order <. An example of some of the different types of operations follows. (Note 

that [Snodgrass 841 discusses some of these operations with respect to his language TQuel.) 

S. 
1. Predicates: these operators are mappings in the function space: 2 X 2 Si - {*,I}. 

a. Precede? 

1 if first(?) < first(Yi) 
Xi precede Yi = 

0 otherwise 
(Precede? is therefore just < .) 

b. Overlap? 

1 i f 3 n Y i  # 0 
Xi overlap Yi = 

0 otherwise 
2. Unary Operators on Subsets: 

'i a. First : 2 -+ S.. 
1 

first(X) = the first element (wrt < ) in the subset X, 
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b. Last: 2S' -+ Si. 

l a s t (5 )  = the last element (wrt < ) in the subset % 

3. Unary Operators on Elements: 

a. Successor: S. -+ Si. 

smallest s. i,n s.t s. i,m <sijn if 3 soPx > l a ~ t ( $ ~ ( s ~ , ~ ) )  
8uccessor(s. ) = 

i,m undefined otherwise 
b. Predecessor: Si -+ Si, 

largest s. i,n s.t s. i,n < s ~ , ~  if 3 soy < first($$q,m)) 
predecessor(s. ) = 

1,m undefined otherwise 
4. Binary Operators on Subsets: these operators are mappings in the function space: 

'i ;i*pSi, 2 . 

a. Overlap 

X, overlap Yi = 5 n Yi 

(So overlap is just n.) 

b. Extend (defined only over finite closed intervals) 

X, eztend Yi = I first(Xi) < s ~ , ~  5 last(Yi) 

Additionally, we could define special operators like preceden for any n, to allow reference to, e.g., "the 

same month last year* (precedel2 on the month level), or "the same day last month* (which would have 

to know about the sizes of each month). 

3.2. Operations Across Levels 

In the case of operations between elements a t  different levels in the Temporal Universe, we need to 

map elements to a common level before performing the operation. 

For this purpose, based on the mapping functions given in the definition of the Temporal Universe, we 

can define dk for a11 0 < j < n, for all 0 k < n, where j and k represent levels as : 

8 (x.) = 1 undefined if k > j 
k 3 I 

( x j  i f j = k  I 
1 + - -  ( 4: ( 4 -  x 1 ) otherwise I 
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As before, we can extend this function to sets of elements a t  any level in the obvious way. Let 

... x. ) be a set of elements a t  level j. Then: Xj = {'j,l' Xj,29 j,n 

This function 4 simplifies the definition of the various operations in the algebra. 

Comparisons by order: the operators which are used for elements a t  different levels are simple 

extensions of the single level operators, and can be defined in terms of them and the mapping functions. 

We denote these derived operators as: 8 = { < O, < O, > O, 2 O, = O, @ O, overlap0 ). Each operator 
S. 

B0 in 8 is in the function space: 8 : 2 ' X 2S' -> (0,l). 

In general, we can define each such 8' as: 

$ i ( ~ )  Xj if i 2 j 
xi eO x. = 

0 a) otherwise 

The binary set constructors: uO,nO, - O ,  and extend0 are all operators in the function space: 
S. e :  2 'x2Si-> 8. 

In general, we can define each such operator 8' as: 

{+!(XJ.flXj if i 2 j 
5 eO x. = 

X 8 $(Xi) otherwise - - 1  

Two operators that map between levels can also be defined, viz. start-of and end-of, which map an 

element a t  level i+ l  to an element at level i, i.e. Si+l - S.. 
1 

1. s t r o s i n )  = f i r s t ( l  (s. I,n )), i > 0. 

2. end-of(s. ) = (sirn)), i > 0. . 1,n 

There are many interesting properties of the Tempora l  Universe structure that  we have defined here. 

We state a few of them here. 

'i T h e o r e m  1: 5 UO Yi = 5 U Yi. and is an element of 2 . 

S. 
Theorem 2: 5 UO Y. E 2 ', V i [i < j]. 

1 

As a Corollary to the above, we have: 
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S. 
Corol la ry  3: 5 UO Yj $4 2 ', V i [i 5 j]. 

Theorem 4: V i ISi+ll < lSil 

3.3. Un i t s  Revisited, or 'What t i m e  d id  you  s a y  i t  was?' 

The various constructor operations, under the preceding definitions, yield a unique result. Nevertheless, 

the question remains as to the appropriate level a t  which to display the result of an operation, say 

a O P  b, to the user. What, for example, is the result of the extension of Jan $1, 1980 and 

9:00 a.m.  March 3, 1980? 

We are currently working on an algorithm to provide the *bestm name for the result of any constructed 

time element. This algorithm is related to the integer division algorithm, and also to the problem of 

giving correct change. The familiar relationships in currency: 

tens - > fives - > ones - > quarters - > nickels - > pennies 

are analogous to our structure for a Tempora l  universe.* One difference is that  with coins, there is 

only one kind of element a t  a given level, e.g. all quarters are the same size; there is no restriction of this 

kind in a T e m p o r a l  Universe, and indeed, in the familiar time domain of months we have different 

sized intervals. Otherwise the problem is similar to the problem of giving the smallest number of coins in 

the correct change?* 

Also, in a Temporal Universe, the boundaries are crucial; this is not true with change example. The 

reason is that the 'cents* of money are unordered, but the chronons of time, and hence by extension all 

of the *intervals,* are also ordered. In other words, you can't just throw any old 60 seconds together to 

get a minute. 

Nonetheless the algorithm appears to be fairly simple to compute, for a given interval of chronons, the 

'most concise' representation. For example (see Appendix), in TU1985, the interval [So,S3g,,399 ] is just 

[Mo,Msapg] since Mi = [SW.i,S~W.i)+Sg]; but this is just [H0,Hllo3], since Hi = [MW.i,M~M~i~+Sg]; this in 

* 
Here dimes are analogous to weeks, they are not comparable with quarters. 

11 
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turn is [Do,D4J, since Di = [H24:i1H~24*i)+u], which, finally, is just [January 1 1985, February 15 19851 

since January 1985 is MOO = [Do,D,] and February 1985 is MO1 = [D3r,D5s] 

The basic idea of the algorithm is similar to the solution to the coins problem. Find the number (and 

names) of the largest units first, then look a t  the 'overhangs' on the left (<) and on the right (>) and 

recursively find the largest units for these, etc. 

4. W .  Summary 

We have presented a general structure for time domains, a Tempora l  Universe, have defined 

operations on tha t  structure, and have discussed some of the properties of this structure. While 

independent of any particular calendric system, we believe that this structure can model the usual systems 

and is appropriate for incorporation into information systems that model time. Further work is needed to 

incorporate the notion of the "week* into the structure without unduly complicating its simplicity. 

Moreover, additional work is required to develop appropriate data structures and algorithms for an 

implementation of this structure in a practical system. 

Appendix 

For completeness, we include the following description of our example T e m p o r a l  Universe, TUlQ8S: 

1. To = { so, -.- 9 S31535gg9 ) is the set of "seconds* in 1985 

2- = { Mo, , M525599 ) is the set of 'minutes' in 1985, where Mo = [S0,S59], ... , M5255Q9 
- S - [S315359401 31535999]1 and in general, 1 = [Sm*i1S~~*i)+59]. 

3. Tz = { Ho, ... , HB759 } is the set of 'hours" in 1985, where Ho = [MO,MS8], ... , H8759 = 

~525,40,M525599] , and in general, Hi = [MBO*i,M(M*i)+59], or equivalently, 

I ~s60*(60*i)~s60*((60*i)+59)+59 * 

- 4. T, = { Do, ... , D,,, ) is the set of "days" in 1985, where Do = [Ho,Hu], ... , Dm - 
[H8736B8759] , and in general, Di = [H24*i.H(24*i)+2nJ , or equivalently, 

I [M60*24*i'M(60*((24*i)+23))+5911 Or again [S60*60*24*i1S(60*((~*((24*i)+21))+59))+9 ' 

5. T4 = { MOO, ..., M o l l  } is the set of 'months~ in 1985, where MOO = [Do,DJ = JHO,E$,J 

= [MolM44639] = [S0,S2678399] /* */ 

The hours, minutes, and seconds for the following months are not given; they are easily 
computed. 

MO1 = [D31,D58] /* February 1985 */ 
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M 0 2  = [D,9,D89] /* March 1985 */ 

MO, = [D9,,Dl19] /* April 1985 */ 

MO, = [Dl2,,D1,J /* May 1985 */ 

MO, = [Dl,l,D,ll] /* July 1985 */ 

MO, = ~D212,D242] /* August 1985 */ 

MO, = [D2431D272] /* September 1985 */ 

MO, = [D2731D303] /* October 1985 */ 

MO,, = [D,,,D,] /* November 1985 */ 

And the last month, /* December 1985 */ Moll  = [D3311D3&1] = [Hs01SlHs760 = 

S I [M4809601M5255991 = IS28857600' 31535999 ' 

6. Finally, T5 = { Yo ) is the set consisting of the single entire "year" 1985 
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